GEBRAUCHSANWEISUNG FÜR DEN JOYSTICK

- führt Sie schrittweise weiter in die Bilddetails
  ein und bringt Sie dann zu einer neuen Bildebene.
- bewegt die Bildoberfläche in alle Richtungen (lang-
  sam oder schnell, je nachdem, wie weit Sie den
  Joystick drücken).
- bringt Sie zurück zum Anfangsbild.

HOW TO USE THE JOYSTICK:

- zooms you progressively further into the detail of an
  image, and then, takes you through to a new image on
  another level.
- moves you in all directions over the surface of an image.
  (slow or fast, depending how far you push the joystick)
- immediately returns you to the start image.

HOW TO TRAVEL IN THE IMAGES:

There are nine different groups of images to visit, and these are located
under nine defined areas in the starting image. Each image is accompanied
by its own spoken text.

1. Press the square button to get the start image.
2. This image is divided by red lines into nine areas - choose one of these
   areas to zoom through.
3. You will come to the first of a group of three images. Further zooming
   will bring you to the second and third.
4. Passing through the third image will return you to the start image. By now
   choosing another area to zoom into you can visit a different group of
   three images.